Abstract A scan statistic is examined for the purpose of testing the existence of a global peak in a random process with dependent variables of any distribution. The scan statistic tail probability is obtained based on the covariance of the moving sums process, thereby accounting for the spatial nature of the data as well as the size of the searching window. Exact formulas linking this covariance to the window size and the correlation coefficient are developed under general, common and auto covariance structures of the variables in the original process. The implementation and applicability of the formulas are demonstrated on multiple processes of t-statistics, treating also the case of unknown covariance. A sensitivity analysis provides further insight into the variant interaction of the tail probability with the influence parameters. An R code for the tail probability computation and the data analysis is offered within the supplementary material.
Introduction
A scan statistic is used to identify an unusual cluster, or interval, of events within a random process. If an event is defined as an exceptionally high observation, a cluster of such events Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s11009-015-9447-6) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
Anat Reiner-Benaim areiner@stat.haifa.ac.il may be referred to as a "peak". Around true peaks of a given length, higher positive observations and a larger number of them are expected, compared to false, artifact, peaks (e.g. Hoh and Ott 2000; Keles et al. 2006; Schwartzman et al. 2011) . Thus, rather than using point-wise testing for which multiple consecutive rejections constitute a single discovery, combining information from neighboring observations to form a single test can increase the power of locating the true l peak (Siegmund et al. 2011) .
The scan statistic records a maximal score among neighborhoods of observations which it scans continuously along a random process. It is formally defined as follows: Let X 1 , ..., X n be a sequence of random variables, and let Y w (t) = t+w−1 i=t X i be a moving sum of w consecutive random variables 1 ≤ w ≤ n, starting from point t, t = 1, ..., n − w + 1. Then the linear unconditional scan statistic is defined as (Glaz and Balakrishnan 1999):
Many recent applications of the use of this statistic are related to genomic sequences search. For instance, Karlin and Brendel (1992) suggest using Eq. 1 on distances between occurrences of a specific marker in a genomic region, in order to detect over-dispersion of the marker, and within score-based analysis of protein and DNA sequences, in which the segment with maximal aggregate score may indicate an anomaly in the sequence composition. They point out that maximizing over sums of measures rather than over single measures increases detection power and tolerance to measurement error. Hoh and Ott (2000) analyze information on marker loci covering a contiguous area of the genome in search of Autism susceptibility genes. They compute single-marker logarithm of odds (LOD) scores based on the genotypes of each marker, and then use the scan statistic to detect effects with a significance level. Chan and Zhang (2007) search for high concentrations of palindromic patterns along the genome, treating the occurrences of the patterns as a marked Poisson process. A scan statistic of binary match records of nonaligned DNA sequences is discussed by Fu, Lou and Chen (in Glaz et al. 2001) . The motivating example for this paper is related to the detection of peaks within a random process containing point-wise observed measurements. This paper facilitates a scanning test for a continuous random process, by introducing exact formulas to derive the tail probabilities for the statistic. The novelty of the formulas is in linking the tail probability to the covariance matrix of the process, while accounting for the fact that the moving sums of window size w are maximized, rather than the underlying original variables. The formulas can be readily implemented to obtain pvalues for multiple processes for any type of statistic using its location and scale parameters. The emerging nature of the relationship between the scan statistic null distribution and the random process distribution is further explored under various window sizes. The next two subsections describe a motivating genetics example and provide background on available approaches.
A Motivating Example: Detecting Peaks in Tiling Array Data
A challenging high-throughput search problem is posed within the work of Juneau et al. (2007) , who study intronic activity related to meiosis in the yeast genome. Introns are DNA sequences located within genes, and do not code for proteins (as opposed to exons).
